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The Victoria Independent School District (VISD)
operates 47 school buses each school day to transport students to
and from their respective campuses. Buses run multiple routes in the
morning and afternoon. Once a bus completes an elementary-school
route, the driver runs a secondary-school route. Frequently students
arrive late at their schools because buses are not able to reach the
designated campuses on-time. Similar start and end times for
neighboring schools mean more traffic congestion and delays for
motorists and school buses alike.
The Situation
The VISD services a 600+ square
mile area. Most of the schools are
located within the City of Victoria,
however there are four elementary
schools located in rural areas. To
accommodate the daily schedule,
bus routes are designed with no idle
(or slack) time. Any delay due to
multiple reasons can cause a bus to
arrive late at the campus location.
Based on 2009-2010 data, regular
bus routes were late 70-percent of
the time. VISD experienced 363 late
arrivals over a 76-day period and
exchange students were late arriving
to school over 90-percent of the time.

The Solution
In February 2010, TMAC worked
with VISD’s team of transportation
professionals to analyze the bus
route process. The TMAC/VISD
selected the morning bus route #89
for analysis. With TMAC’s
facilitation and guidance, the team
developed a value stream map of
the current process and recorded
process and delay times for the
route. The analysis showed that
the window of time to arrive on-time
at each successive (drop-off)
location kept diminishing to the
point that the bus arrived 2-minutes
late to the Senior High School
Campus and 5-minutes late to the
Mitchell Campus. TMAC led the
team in identifying key issues with
the morning bus route process.
The team brainstormed numerous
concerns and obstacles with the
process.

TMAC assisted the team to prioritize the problems using a 3x3 prioritization matrix. The team focused
its attention on eliminating late arrivals. Next, TMAC led the team in a future-state exercise to identify
different ways of improving on-time arrival of school buses at campus locations. The team analyzed
the process from an “outside the box” mindset in an attempt to improve the process. One of the many
recommendations that came out of the future-state session was the concept of staggered starting (and
ending) times at the campuses. This idea improves traffic flow and congestion at the campuses and
improves on-time bus arrival at the campus given the longer period of time for drop-off (in the morning)
and pickup (in the afternoon). The staggered times will also relieve some of the pressure on bus
transportation routes.
The Results
Starting with the 2010-2011 school year, elementary schools are starting at 7:45 a.m., middle schools
are starting at 8:00 a.m. and high schools are starting at 8:35 a.m. For dismissal, elementary schools
end at 3:05 p.m., middle schools end at 3:30 p.m. and high schools end at 4:00 p.m. According to
VISD transportation personnel, on-time arrival has improved from 30-percent to over 95-percent since
the initiative was implemented. TMAC congratulates VISD in its stellar success.

“Spreading the start and dismissal times out will
not totally alleviate congestion, but it will lessen
delays for motorists traveling through these
areas.”
Ron Leach,
Chief Operations Officer

